
   
                                                          

Friday, November 21, 2014 

Dear Mr. President -  

As national civil and human rights organizations and leaders committed to the protection of the rights of African 

Americans and all Americans, we come together again, as we did in the immediate aftermath of Michael Brown’s 

death to urge you to use all necessary actions to not only reassure the citizens of Ferguson and the nation, but to protect 

the constitutional rights to free speech and assembly for all.  While we all await the decision of the grand jury 

impaneled to decide whether or not to indict Michael Brown’s killer, Darren Wilson, and as we all continue to mourn 

the loss of Michael Brown and all of the unarmed people of color who are killed daily on our streets, we must not 

allow people of Ferguson to once again be victimized by those put in office to serve and protect them.   

As this nation prepares to respond to the grand jury decision, we expect that the people in Ferguson and around the 

country will take to the streets in peaceful protest.  We request that you immediately address the nation to calm 

mounting tensions and to ensure the residents of Ferguson that they are permitted to exercise their constitutional rights 

without once again being victimized by those put in office to serve and protect them.     

President Obama, we commend the actions you have already taken to speak with Governor Nixon and offer the 

Administration’s support.  We now ask you to further exercise your authority to ensure that the citizens of Ferguson 

and others engaged in peaceful protests will not be treated as second class citizens, subjected to unnecessary 

militaristic and overly aggressive policing tactics of the sort many feel contributed to Michael Brown’s killing. The 

actions taken by Attorney General Holder are extremely appreciated and we hope such vigilance will continue with the 

Attorney General nominee Loretta Lynch after her confirmation.  We look forward to the progress of the federal 

investigations and hope this will provide some needed resolution in Ferguson and other affected communities.   

Not just America, but the whole world will again be watching Ferguson, and it is imperative that this time we get it 

right.  All steps must be taken to ensure that our citizens’ constitutional right to protest is protected, and that no one is 

subjected to abuse harassment, or punishment for having chosen to exercise that sacred right.  Additionally, in light of 

the continued mistrust and concern of law enforcement in the Ferguson community, we request there be proper 

federal oversight to provide an added layer of protection for all residents. 

While we continue to work not only with the White House, the Department of Justice, and Congress for long term 

systemic change through the implementation of our recommendations in our previously released “Unified Statement,” 

we must also remain focused on the still unstable situation in Ferguson and encourage more professional and respectful 

responses from elected officials and law enforcement alike.  Even as we urge for the immediate release of an updated 



Racial Profiling guidance for law enforcement, we stand in solidarity with young leaders like Jerika Taylor, Antoine 

White otherwise known as “T-Dubb,” clergy and the many others on the ground who simply want officials “to do their 

job and to remember who they are in office to serve and protect.”   

Mr. President, the world is watching how the United States responds when faced with situations such as the one in 

Ferguson.  As our nation sends our sons and daughters to fight for the rights of citizens abroad, we cannot afford to be 

hypocritical in our actions at home. While we hope for the best, all of our organizations will continue to monitor the 

situation in Ferguson and other cities and take necessary actions to uphold our laws and fight for justice for all.   
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